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transformation for various times of an irradiation and cooling). Further, with the help of
procedure "Copying of the data" he can transfer them to any other data source. The item "Data
input" is carried out with the help of Graphical Batch Tools function GBT_PARS and specially
developed set of Form Design Specification (FDS) files for this function.

This developed Application works in interactive environment as a dialogue system with
user and allows calculating required nuclides concentration in analyzed samples, separately for
long-lived, middle-lived and short-lived nuclides. Using the Nuclide Library Editor and
comprehensive standard libraries of Genie package we created three custom libraries:
Stdlib.HairL, Stdlib.HairM, Stdlib.HairS, accordingly for long-, middle- and short-lived nuclides.
After processing of the next data source the Application returns the user to the menu. From here
he can continue data processing, having chosen the following data source, or through menu item
EXIT to leave from the application. Thus, the user has opportunity to calculate various type
required nuclides concentration (with sufficient algorithm for long-, middle- and short-lived
nuclides) any number of data sources not leaving from the application. In report will be shown
examples of some real human hair spectra's processing with developed Application by using
Graphical Batch Tools, FDS files and REXX script language packaged in Genie 2000
Spectroscopy System.
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The palladium and platinum are widely used for jewel manufacture because of their
beautiful white color. However the most part of these metals are widely adopted in the world as
catalysts. Many works on analytical chemistry of platinum group elements published during last
years are devoted to determination of platinum and palladium in other materials. There are no
articles on analysis technique of the palladium and platinum purity published during last 20 years.
Available publications are very old and are published till 70th of the last century, and implement
chemical and spectral methods. At the same time, the palladium and platinum are very suitable
for NAA. Therefore the purpose of our research was development of high-sensitivity and
multielement techniques of radiochemical neutron activation analysis of a high pure palladium
and platinum.

Research of nuclear characteristics of palladium and platinum has shown that radioactive
nuclides with different yields are formed under the reactor neutrons. 109 ' ln> ulmPd, 109m' i nAg,
!9U97'199Pt, 199Au are the most important among them. 109Pd separation factor is equal to 1.105 at
palladium analysis, whereas 197Pt and i99Au separation factor is equal to 1.104 at the platinum
analysis every other day after irradiation.
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Palladium and platinum can be separated by precipitation, extraction and ion exchange
methods. For separation of radioactive nuclide of the matrix elements from the impurity elements
we used ion exchange chromatography system Dowex-lx8 - 1 M HNO3 for palladium and
Dowex-lx8 - 0.1 M HNO3 for platinum.

At the HNO3 acid concentrations variation from 0,1 M to 1 M more then 25 elements have
distribution factors less than 1 and 10 elements have distribution factors 5 while matrix elements
have distribution factors higher than 100. It allows an effective separation of these elements from
palladium and platinum. Optimum sizes of the chromatographic column and the column effluent
volume was obtained by elution curve of the determined elements and distribution profile of the
matrix elements. Chemical yields of determined elements were measured by «entered - found»
method. Chemical yields of Sn is 31.2%; Zn is 54.5%; Se is 74.% 1, and for other elements it is
more than 85 %.

Based on the carried out researches the radiochemical neutron activation analysis
techniques of a high pure palladium and platinum are developed. These techniques allow
determination of more than 30 elements with detection limits 10"5-10"9 % with Sr 0.15-0.2
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Natural radionuclides (NRN) in the atmosphere are caused by the exhalation of radon from
the surface, by entrance from Earth's surface with dust and evaporation of NR of uranium-
thorium families and 40K, by penetration with cosmic dust, meteorites, etc. of several cosmogenic
radionuclides (CRN) which are formed in atmosphere in nuclear splitting reactions of oxygen and
nitrogen atoms by cosmic rays. In the atmosphere radionuclides are captured by dust particles and
aerosols and are deposited on Earth's surface with precipitation. Apparently, radioactivity of
atmosphere and atmospheric fallouts depends on various geo- and cosmic factors, weather
conditions, etc. and its study gives the information necessary for solving many applied and
fundamental tasks of the physics of atmosphere [1].

In the present work, the scintillation y-spectrometric method to study radioactivity of
rainwater is proposed.

The collection of rainwater was done at the start of rainfall from the gutter on the roof of the
building of Nuclear Physics Laboratory of Samarkand State University into 1-litre Marinelli
beaker. The time from sample collection to the measurement was 9 min.

The measurements of sample's y-spectrum was done on y-spectrometer with Nal(Tl) crystal
0 63x63 mm. the calibration of the detector by registration efficiency was done with the help of
226Ra source from OSGI set with filling densities p = 880 gr/1 and activity AR=8,I47 (570) Bq/1
[2].
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